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ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In the Health Economy research context usually much researches are assuming that the probability of the
morbidity attributable to smoking is equal to the probability of the health spend attributable to smoking. Also is
attributed the whole health spend because of active smokers to smoking. In this case researchers don´t take
account that the whole active smokers health spend isn´t attributable to smoking and usually don´t consider the
passive smokers role in the formation of the smoking economic burden by morbidity.
OBJECTIVE
To describe the main elements determining the smoking economic burden by morbidity.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Was made a bibliographic research to describe the estimation process from the smoking economic burden by
morbidity. Were utilized as theoretical method the analysis and synthesis, the comparative and the
systematization. As empiric methods were used the Principle of Multiplication and the bibliographic research.
RESULTS
The rate designed solves the limitation identified during the research about the estimation of the smoking
economic burden by morbidity.
CONCLUSION
The main elements determining the smoking economic burden by morbidity are the smokers number (active
and passive), the morbidity related to smoking and the effective demand of health services attributable to
smoking. The estimation of the whole smoking economic burden by morbidity depends from the appropriate
consideration from these elements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Smoking is a market weakness witch relevancy is agreed to the smoking social impact. The effect from this risk
factor over the public health carries to more spend because of the morbidity and mortality related [1].
In the health economy context frequently is utilized the illness burden (probability from the morbidity)
attributable to smoking as equal to the economic burden (spends probability) attributable to smoking [2].
This limitation is given because there isn´t a defined and particular way to measure the smoking economic
burden by morbidity. Because of the smoking impact over the fiscal spend by morbidity; the measurement of
this burden must be a prior need from the fiscal authorities around the world [3].
Smoking is consequence from the consumption of cigarettes and tobaccos [4]. The smoking impact over the
public health services demand´s means an opportunity cost that may cause a strong pressure over the financial
fiscal management because of the induced need to increase the consumption of materials and equipment
covering the health service demand added because of smoking [5].
People agree to cigarettes and tobacco consumption argument that smoke is a personal decision. However, this
position don´t take account the real addiction to nicotine across the tobacco consumption, including in lowest
consumption level [6].
Also it makes reference to social benefits related to the real available of employment from the tobacco industry
[7]. However, these arguments don´t consider the social and economic damages because of the labor
productivity lose attributable to smoking [8].
It is supported that earlier smoker death carries to fiscal save because of the effective reduction of retirement
payments too [9]. Nevertheless, this position don´t takes account the whole past costs assumed socially because
of the cigarettes and tobacco consumption [10].
The knowledge of the smoking economic impact may account the relative and absolute burden from smoking
over the economy. Also, it is a main element to determine the cost - benefit relation as base for an appropriate
economic policy to reduce the smoking impact over the morbidity and mortality too [11,12].
The effective accounting from the smoking social costs must be over fact determination of the cost - benefit
relation. Also must be a reference for a better valuation from the social costs attributable to smoking [13].
WHO is agreed to increase tax closest to the tobacco and cigarettes consumption to reduce it given that usually
tobacco and cigarettes behavior is agree to ordinaries and necessaries goods [14,15].
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By this way it reinforces the role of the knowledge about the smoking economic burden for the public health
and the society in general because of this knowledge support the smoking economic control across the respective
economic policy [16].
The estimation of the smoking economic burden by morbidity may be by two main ways. One of them is using
the standardized costs agree to the illness protocol. This method is often used in a reduced context because the
generalization in larger population isn´t feasibility. However, many researchers who had used this method had
equaled the health spend because of active smokers to the health spend because of smoking. This analysis
supports the idea that the whole health spend because of active smokers is attributable to smoking [17-28].
The other method looks to determine the expected value from the public health spend attributable to smoking
and is more utilized as a base to develop economic policies for the smoking control. This is the method of the
economic burden by morbidity. Also is the main reason from this research [29].
Researchers who had utilized this method estimating the smoking economic burden by morbidity had equaled
the expected health spend because of active smokers to this rate. This analysis supports the idea that the whole
health spend because of active smokers is attributable to smoking too. In all case, researchers need understand
that the whole active smoker health spend isn´t attributable to smoking and from the no-smoker health spend a
part is attributable to smoking too. That is why it is important to appoint the main elements determining the
smoking economic burden by morbidity.
The previous arguments suggest the need to describe the main elements determining the smoking economic
burden by morbidity. That is the main objective from this research.

2. OBJECTIVE
To describe the main elements determining the smoking economic burden by morbidity.

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD
Was made a bibliographic research to describe the estimation process from the smoking economic burden by
morbidity. Were utilized as theoretical method the analysis and synthesis, the comparative, and the
systematization. As empiric methods were used the principle of multiplication and the bibliographic research.

4. RESULTS
The illness burden is an epidemiologic concept to measure the illness impact over the population researched. In
relative terms is equivalent to the probability of the morbidity in the researched population. The illness burden
analysis includes the illness economic burden too. This term is equivalent to the spend probability attributable
to the researched illness [30].
The smoking economic burden by morbidity measures the health services consumption attributable to smoking
[31-33]. Then, the existence of the smoking burden by morbidity is a necessary but not a sufficient condition
for the existence of the smoking economic burden by morbidity. Since an economic point of view, the smoking
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burden by morbidity represent the potential demand of health services attributable to smoking while the smoking
economic burden by morbidity represent the effective demand of health services attributable to smoking [34,35].
By this reason it deducts that the smoking economic burden by morbidity is always less than the smoking burden
by morbidity. That is why researches that use both terms as equals are over valuating the smoking economic
impact over the health services consumption because of active smokers. This argument shows the real need of
remake the rate to measure the smoking economic burden by morbidity.
Examples of those research had been developed by Pichón-Riviere and other authors in 2016 for a small group
of Latin American countries [36]. Also, Ariel Barchad [37], Isaranuwatchai [38], Lightwood y Glantz [39],
Sung Max [40] had developed similar research and in all case, authors assume that the whole active smoker
health spend is attributable to smoking.
Implicitly these research deduct that smoking is limited to the present tobacco consumption without consider
the intensity of that consumption and the relation between the accumulative effect from smoking, the morbidity
related to smoking and the smoking economic burden by morbidity [41-44].
By other hand, the method utilized until now estimating the smoking economic burden by morbidity don´t
include the passive smokers. Passive smoking is a consequence from the active smoking, and both are
determined by the consumption of cigarettes and tobaccos. Passive smokers don´t generate fiscal income by the
direct consumption of cigarettes and tobaccos but carry to increase the health spend agree to tobacco exposition
[45,46].
The economic burden attributable to some risk factor is determined by the simultaneous existence of three
independents successes: the existence of somebody affected by the risk factor, the existence of the morbidity
related to the risk factor and the effective demand of health services attributable to the risk factor [47].
Each of them is related to an existence probability. According to the Principle of Multiplication, if some success
A is given by the simultaneous happening of some successes, then, the probability from the existence of the
success A is equal to the multiplication of probabilities from each success determining the existence of success
A. This argument is the base for the analytic conception for the new rate to estimate the smoking economic
burden by morbidity. Then, the smoking economic burden by morbidity must be equal to the multiplication of
probabilities from all successes determining it existence [48].
All tobacco consumption is damaging health agree to the tobacco consumption intensity. Then, the illness
burden by smoking is proportional to the tobacco consumption [49]. However, the smoking economic burden
is also determined by the effective demand of thealt services attributable to smoking. At same time, the effective
demand only occurs when the smoker patient sicked from some morbidity cause related to smoking receive
some health service related to smoking too. In consumption terms, there is a distance between the illness burden
by smoking and the smoking economic burden by morbidity given by the minime tobacco consumption
determining the existence of the effective demand of health services attributable to smoking [50].
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However, there is a proportional direct relation between the tobacco consumption moreover than that minimum
consumption and the smoking economic burden by morbidity. As result, the difference between the illness
burden by smoking and the smoking economic burden by morbidity will be closing while the tobacco
consumption is growing too [51-55].
The rate measuring the smoking economic burden by morbidity must be agreed to the following elements:
1) Acknowledge that only apart from the illness burden attributable to smoking is the smoking economic
burden attributable to smoking agree to the effective demand of health services attributable to smoking
too.
2) Acknowledge the main place from the tobacco active consumption in the formation of the smoking
economic burden by morbidity.
3) Acknowledge the social and individual responsibilities from no-active smokers demanding the
existence of whole place free from tobacco smoke.
4) Acknowledge the relevancy from the illness burden attributable to smoking in the formation of the
smoking economic burden by morbidity.
However, the most important significance must be given by differentiating between:
a)

The smoking economic burden by morbidity and the illness burden attributable to smoking.

b) The health spends because of active smokers and the health spend attributable to smoking.
These differentiations only would be possible acknowledging the main role from the effective demand of health
services attributable to smoking in the formation of the smoking economic burden by morbidity.

5. CONCLUSION
The main elements determining the smoking economic burden by morbidity are the smoker’s number (active
and passive), the morbidity related to smoking and the effective demand of health services attributable to
smoking. The estimation of the whole smoking economic burden by morbidity depends on the appropriate
consideration from these elements.
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